
Percolation on finite transitive grapes

Foint with From Hutcheroft
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6 infinite transitive (Benjamin-Schamm '96)

Transitive means JUVEW JPEAntG: P(u) =V.
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Questions When- is PCG (0,1)?

How many is clusters?

=Pp." (To custa) = 0?



Questions When- is PCG (0,1)?

Aim: (Duninil-Copin, Gosmani, Cavufi, Severe, Vadin 2018)

P.CC0.1) iff G is not dimensional

How many is clusters?

say Jo is amenable if it to
W finite

Am: (Aizenman, Kesten, Newman 187) (Bunton, Keane '89)

If G amenable then Pp: "30 cluster =>7! cluster" (p-a.s.

Converse remains open.

=Pp." (To custa) = 0?

conjectured to hold iff C is not 1-dimensional

Open for 2"!



G = complete graph on a notices (Endo's, Rings 'sa) S ⑧

C -

Enemeate duster K., K2, . .
.

with 1K.131knk.... (IK== * metics in K) ↓

let (IK := fet

(G) has a percolation timeshold at ():

(P2) superatical (i.e. lime is if Jaco: Gp(kl >>)=1.

( linsup 4 sil -> fsso: limPpy*(1k1k>3) = 0(in) suberitical i.e.

G) has the supercritical uniqueness property:
*n

A supercitical (Pu): 1421 10 under (Pon

(G) has the supercritical concentration property:
Gu

↑superitical (P): Kill - Elkill to under Pp
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Whentions: does (G) have ... percolation threshold?

supercritical uniqueness property?

supercritical concentration property?

I supercitical uniqueness comes first!

sas (P) supercitical it J9c0 Fn: (PCp(k1k3):3.



Warm-up (G) has bounded water degrees

Conjecture: (Benjamini '01
Previously known for toi andICon) has the supercritical uniqueness property. (not necessarily transitive expanders

tm: (E., Hutcheoft)

(6) has
... supercritical uniqueness property 121)

percolation threshold (22)

supercritical concentration property (22+)

thm: (Hutcheroft, Pointon "21)

If (G2) has "at least (13) -dimensional growth" then 590 Fn: P(K.1135):9.



say (Gn) ->G locally if UR IN FUCN: BEEBC

# locally

/nzd zd

Ahm: (E., Hutcheoft 122+)

If (P.P,P,...) is supercitical and GutGlocally, then

iP* (02K.) -> Pp 102 infinite cluster).

Conjecture (Schramm)

let (n) be a sequence of infinite transitive graphs with limsup Pc(G) c1.

If GuzG locally, then PcCG) -> Pc (6).

The analogue for finite on should hold for "nice" sequences.
-> neet 1-dimensional?



A curious case...

suppose · (On) is "nice"

G is monamenable

↳JPIP(2) st. Pp5)Smultiple x-chusters) = 1.

· G - locally
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General case: (G) may
have unbounded water degrees

I -1. ->
< . does not have the spacitical uniqueness property.

-

At P
= 2:

supercritical - Poisson - supercritical
-

-

Endos-Rings - Process - Endos - Rings-m

same argument monks for similar constructions, called molecules.

⑱
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[m: (E., Hutcheroft 21,22, 22+)

These are the only obstacles to
· eistence of perolation theshold
· supercitical uniqueness property
· supercitical concentration property



sketch of proof of Benjamini's conjecture

Fi (Gn) with bounded water degrees and IVCGn-0.

: (Talagand '94)

Every increasing and tut Cn-immanent event has threshold width 0 (egtrai)
·

Fix (P2) supercritical.

Pick US0 St. (P-A) supercitical.

Wis: Ikull"so under Pa



claim: 5an) such that In: Put c9nkPu

On

·11K.)) - Ekil) to under Pan

Proof: let us I

Define MCD1= median of 1/ Kill under Pro
I m

-
o' Pit Pa !

#N 59((P,0,P2): (M(a+1)-M19-811-E

Nate that: Pa (kill: M19) -E) :
·POE (1x.1) = M19) + E) c



pe (K.ll> M19) -E) c

·POE (1x.1) = M19) +E) c

set N=GnT so that

[threshold width) ↓ ~rca a fr
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Therefore:
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(Dx.l > M(9)-f = 1-01D

149* (114.1) = M1a) + = 1-e(D).



claim: 11K21) O under (PC

Proof: "concentration uniqueness"

Assume for contradiction: · JSCO In: Pp*(lrelk 2):S
114.11 <ac101) under PC

Pef: A subgraph SIG is called a sandcastle if ISK2 and

Pas (1K1 1 2 E. ICGR >E

jojo& oforsootonen



Claim: EN FUN: (Po*(K, onK2 is a sandcastle) <

Proof: Suppose false at n.

Then panP11K.1), 11kn1K>3 but K., R2 notsandcastles

·.Co.. DI

Parker ↓ probc
↓
Rob:I

Wan -oooosoon oooooooooooooooooooo
so Pas* ((rullsE)<Ett. * contradiction for a large



Claim: J(s) such that In:SncGn
and (ulk, a
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11K, (213n)l) t a under Pan

Roof: Otherwise ISO st. with good probability:
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Claim: JN FUCN: P2(1Ik1l> a +6)sE

Proof: By transitivity,

&@ (19VeSn: 1401K E31 38(s.1) :E.
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This claim contradicts concentration of IIkill under IPC!



An open problem

let () be sequence of finite transitive graphs with (v(G)1 ->D.

say (En) has the general uniqueness property if

UCP): 1K21) "O under (PC

Fails for approximately -dimensional examples.
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Conjecture: (Alon, Benjamini, Stacy 104)

If diam G = ify, then (G) has the general unigness property.


